A detailed analysis of the constant quantum Yang-Baxter equation Rf+R'+?R'2'3 = RW3RMR'h ~1~2 h k2h i2i3 ilk3 k& in two dimensions is presented, leading to an exhaustive list of its solutions. The set of 64 equations for 16 unknowns was first reduced by hand to several subcases which were then solved by computer using the Griibner-basis methods. Each solution was then transformed into a canonical form (based on the various trace matrices of R ) for final elimination of duplicates and subcases. If we use homogeneous parametrization the solutions can be combined into 23 distinct cases, modulo the well-known C, P, and T reflections, and rotations and scalings R=K(Q@Q)R(QBQ)-'.
INTRODUCTION
The constant quantum Yang-Baxter equation (1) (summation over repeated indices) has recently been the subject of active discussions. It is related, e.g., to integrable systems, where it appears in a form with a spectral parameter, (1') This equation first arose in the study of solvable vertex models in statistical mechanics ' and has thereafter been found to be the key equation, eg., in the quantization of integrable nonlinear evolution equations.2 The constant form ( 1) is also important for quantum groups,3 knot theory,4 etc. (for a review, see Ref. 5) ; it is also obtained from Eq. ( 1' ) in the limit u = v=O or n=v=fc~.
In many applications one needs solutions of Eq. ( 1). Depending on the origin of the problem one may also impose auxiliary conditions (like unitarity) on R. These extra conditions are often restrictive enough to allow one to find all (or families of) solutions. For example, the 8-vertex ansatz was used in Refs. 6 and 7. (For a survey of the solutions found up to 1980, see Ref. 8.) There are also beautiful results about solutions of Eq. ( 1) in arbitrary dimensions derived using Lie-algebra techniques. ' In this article we show how we found all solutions of Eq. ( 1) when the dimension ( = the range of indices) is two. The results were first announced in Ref. 10.
II. INVARIANCES
In Eq. ( 1) the indices range in general from 1 to N=dimension of the system. This means that there are N6 equations for M unknowns, thus Eq. ( 1) is a highly overdetermined system of nonlinear equations. Even in the simplest nontrivial case of N = 2 we get 64 cubic equations for 16 unknowns. This is so complicated that we must use all possible methods to simplify both the solution process and the presentation of results. Of special interest here are the symmetries of the set equations.
It is well-known that the set of Eqs. ( 1) is invariant under the following continuously parametrized transformations: R-dQ@Q)MQ@Q> -'3 (2) where Q is a nonsingular N X N matrix and K a nonzero number. In the following we will often use for Q the parametrization: QWW)=(~ l;A)(; ;)(:, ;). 
In two dimensions we collect the elements Rv into a 4x4 matrix as follows:
R=[; ; z j=i; g ; %j,
\ R:: R:; R;; R;$/ \P 4 u v/ where we have also introduced a labeling of the matrix elements in order to avoid repeated writing of quadruple indices. In terms of this matrix (3a) corresponds to a reflection across the diagonal ( = the usual transposition), (3b) with n = 1 and followed by (3a) to a reflection across the secondary diagonal, and (3~) to a reflection among the two central rows and among the two central columns. These are also called P, C, and T reflections, respectively. Index change (3b) can also be obtained from (2) with Q = (:A).
An important subcase of (2) is related to scaling. Firstly, there is the overall scaling with K, secondly there is the scaling obtained by a diagonal Q. In the latter the various elements of R in Eq. (4) have the following scaling weights: 0 112 -10 0 1 the scaling weights of R=
-2 -1 -1 0
Thus, if we have two nonzero elements of R with different weights we could, using the above two scalings, scale both of them to one.
Using the above symmetries we can transform the R matrix into a more suitable form for solving or for presenting the results. It turns out that the best methods for these two purposes are different.
Ill. FINDING THE SOLUTIONS
The problem of solving the 64 equations in 16 variables is just too complicated to do with a brute force approach. That would also introduce unnecessary repeats: The solution space is invariant under the group of transformations discussed above and it is sufficient to keep only one representative of each orbit. For these reasons we used the symmetries to divide the problem into several smaller ones, until each subproblem was manageable and the continuous freedom was fixed. At this point a small overlap among the subproblems was acceptable. In Sec. III A we describe the division into six major cases, the final breakdown and solutions are given in Sec. III B.
In the following we often refer to specific equations of Eq. (l), we use the notation
(1")
The 64 equations are displayed in Appendix A.
A. The major divisions
In the process of eliminating the continuous invariance from the equations we tried at the same time to bring them into a form where a solution would be easier to find. The procedure we adopted is as follows:
(i) First we observed that the comer elements d and p appeared most frequently in the equations. It seemed therefore to be advantageous to fix the rotational degree of freedom B in Eq. (2') so that d = 0. If d = 0 to begin with we take B = 0, if d#O, p = 0 we take the P reflection of R and B=O. If p#O then the B part of transformation Q yields
Since p#O we can always find a B so that d,,,, =O. There may be many solutions but we just need one. From now on we may assume that d=O and to keep it that way we consider only transformations with B=O in Eq. (2').
(ii) With d=O we find
This would factorize into subcases if f -k=O or q-u=O. If f = k already there is nothing to do, if f#k but q=u use C reflection to put f = k, and in both cases take C=O in Eq. (2'). If both f#k and q#u we have after transforming with the C part in Eq. (2') (f -kLie,:= C2(j-n) +C( -g--h+l+m)+f-k=O,
Now we can obtain the desired result by solving for C in one of the above equations (and by using C reflection if necessary), except if j = n, b=c, h = I, g= m, f #k, q#u. This special case will be discussed last as Case C. In the generic case we can therefore transform the R matrix into the form R=
(iii) When we use f = k in Ekq. (7) the problem can be divided into two big cases, A: q=u and B: n=O, q#u. (The case j=O can be T reflected into n=O.)
1. Case A
The matrix is R=
Now E5, factorizes as
and we get the subcases Al: k= -u and A2: g=m, k+u#O. The third possibilityp=O yields Es8+Ee1= -2u2(g-mm) and E25+E49= -2k2(g-m) , and therefore leads again to Al or A2.
Case B
The matrix is with q#u. Now from equations E8,16,24,32 we find that either Bl: j=O, B2: j#O, c=O, m=O or B3: j#O, b=O, i=O and c#O or m#O.
3. Case C This is the special case ,
with f #k, q#u. Note that we may also assume p#O, since otherwise we may reflect R to one of the forms discussed above.
B. Final splitting into subcases and their solutions
Next we must analyze the previously obtained six major cases in detail. During this process, which is described in detail in Appendix B, we will also fix the remaining scaling freedoms K and A in Eqs. (2) and (2'). This divides the problem into further subcases, which are easier to handle. However, even the subsubcases turned out to be too hard to solve by hand, so we used computer algebra.
The best way to analyze sets of polynomial equations is by using the Griibner basisapproach." A set of equations naturally defines a polynomial ideal and then one can ask for the basis of this ideal. This can be found algorithmically and the Buchberger algorithm has been implemented in computer algebra systems. Here we are only interested in the solutions of the original set of equations rather than the ideal itself. This means in practice that it is preferable to try to factorize the equations in the process of constructing the basis, and whenever factorization takes place the search should be split into independent simpler branches. In this work we used the "groebner" package written by Melenk, MGller and Neun'= for the REDUCE 3.4 computer algebra system.13
Thus for each of the subsubcases derived in Appendix B we computed the factorized Griibner basis using the "groebner" program. l2 The solutions that were obtained are given in Appendix B in terms of the corresponding Griibner bases: ci gives the input assignment defining the subcase (each element in the list must vanish). If some element is required not to vanish it is given in the list ni (which is written out only if it is nonempty). bi gives the factorized Griibner basis with the assignment cP In most cases we used default variable ordering, in some cases it was necessary to impose a specific ordering to get the simplest results. In one difficult case we used LET assignments obtained by inspection, before computing the Griibner bases. The raw output often contained repeats and subcases, which were eliminated with another program.
The output contains 96 solutions, but many of these are related with the allowed rotations and reflections. For further analysis we solved for the matrix elements of R (using "groesolve"") and saved the results into a vector form; each of these solutions were then transformed into a canonical form discussed in the next section.
IV. THE CANONICAL FORM FOR R
In order to eliminate duplicate solutions from the output given in Appendix B we have to transform them into a canonical form in which they can be compared.
The R matrix has four indices so to get a simpler view of its transformation properties let us consider the following four ways to get a two-indiced "trace" matrix from it: rl k+, 1 +R$ +R$!, f;+. I
Here the position of the line through r indicates the pair of repeated indices over which the trace is taken. Under Eq. (2) all of these transform according to r+KQrQ-'.
Since the trace matrices transform like normal matrices we propose that the canonical form is determined, as far as possible, by bringing the trace matrices into the Jordan canonical form. However, since these matrices do not commute in general they cannot always be brought into a canonical form simultaneously, therefore we will analyze them in the order given in Eq. ( 13).
[Note that a T reflection (3~) permutes them: rl c-f 1 r, X+-V '.] To be specific we propose that the canonical form is determined as follows:
( 1) If all trace matrices in the list ( 13) are proportional to the unit matrix go to step 5, else take the first not proportional to the unit matrix, call it r and go to step 2.
(2) Use Q to bring r into a Jordan canonical form. If the canonical form is diagonal it must have nonequal diagonal elements, thus Q is also determined up to a diagonal matrix, go to step 6. If the canonical form is nondiagonal r must be of type (i $) with ,u#O. This type of form is preserved by an upper triangular Q, its diagonal part is determined later in step 6, for the remaining go first to step 3.
(3) Now Q is upper triangular with units on the diagonal. If all remaining trace matrices in the list ( 13) commute with Q go to step 4, else find the first which does not commute with Q and call it r. Let r= (6 E), where either C#O or A#D and transform it so that B= C. Go to step 6.
(4) Here Q and all trace matrices are upper triangular, so to fix the nondiagonal part we look at the corner element d and try to make it zero. Next go to step 6.
(5) In this case the trace matrices are all proportional to the unit matrix and Q is still completely free. The R matrix must be of the form
If we again postpone the discussion of the scaling freedoms to step 6 we can take A= 1 in Eq.
(2'). The Q transformation will preserve the structure ( 15) so we try to fix B and C in Eq. (2') by requiring that after transformation b= f =O. Generically this can be done, but there are exceptions. In some cases there are several solutions, then we take the one that produces the simplest R matrix. In fact in most cases it was possible to require in addition that either a=0 or p=O. [For example, matrix ( 15) with b=f=O, a=g, p=q= f h can be diagonalized.] (6) At this point Q is determined up to a diagonal matrix so together with K we have two scaling freedoms left. We can use them, e.g., to scale two elements of R with different weights to 1, or one to 1 and two with different weights equal to each other. The effects of these scalings are easy to see so we do not propose any algorithm to fix them.
The results of applying this algorithm to the solutions obtained in the previous section are given in Table I of the Appendix. The canonical forms referred to are given in the next section.
V. THE RESULTS
We will now list all of the solutions of Eqs. ( 1) in two dimensions, modulo the transformations (2) and (3). Their canonical forms have been obtained using the algorithm of Sec. IV. We will first give them with homogeneous parametrization (RHn,m), which gives the shortest list (these were already announced in Ref. lo), and then in a form where all possible scalings have been done (Rs,,m ). For clarity we have replaced the O's with dots.
A. Homogeneous parametrization
The solutions are given in order of decreasing number of free essential parameters and decreasing rank. Solutions obtained by fixing a numerical value to a free parameter, or by imposing relations among parameters are not included separately. Let us define as dimension of a solution the number of free parameters after all scalings have been fixed. With homogeneous parametrization we have dimension = the total number of parameters -1 or 2, depending on how many parameters could be scaled to 1 at a generic point, cf. Eq. (5).
Three-dimensional solutions. There is only one such case, the diagonal matrix Two-dimensional solutions. There are three solutions with rank 4, the well-known 6-vertex models , R H2.2 = .
. After these computations were finished we found out about the works of Fei et al. I4 and Hlavaty." In Ref. 14 many solutions were obtained, but when these solutions are transformed into a canonical defined above, they become in fact subcases of SV, H1.6, H1.8, and H0.6. This underlines the importance of using a canonical form. In Ref. 15 a triangular ansatz is used, and the author obtains H2.3 and H1.3 for k= 1, but the other triangular non-8-vertex solutions are not included.
B. The algebraic structure
It is important to observe that in all cases we obtained a nice polynomial parametrization for the matrix elements. In fact for most cases the algebraic structure is very simple, the only possible exceptions are Rm.4, RHI.1, and RH1.7, which we will now look at separately. ( 16) is not enough.
If we make a B transformation on Rc we obtain
so we can divide the analysis into two parts: (1) d=O and (2) d= 1, b+c-j-n=O.
(1) d=O.
( 1.1) At least one of the matrix elements b,c,j,n vanishes. After possibly using T and C reflections we may assume that c=O. Then the condition (16) collapses to bjn=O and we obtain the solutions RHI.sII.
( 1.2) AI1 matrix elements are nonzero, but a pair of adjacent ones are equal. After reflections we may again assume that b=c. Then Eq. ( 16) becomes c2( j -n) =O, and since c#O we must take j=n, and get a subcase of Rm.3.
(1.3) All matrix elements are nonzero and adjacent ones are different. Without loss of generality we may use the following parametrization:
where we may assume that z#O, w#O, p f k#O, q& k#O, and k#O. The condition ( 16) becomes then -Zwzk(w(p'-FIz) -z(q'-k2))=0 with the obvious solution z=p2-k2, w=qz-k2, (the overall factor can be ignored) which yields Rm,+ (2) d=l, b+c-j--n=O.
(2.1) At least one of the matrix elements b,c, j,n vanishes. Again we may assume that c=O, which implies as before bjn =O. Now we must also impose the relation b-j-n =O. If j =0 we get a subcase of Rm.3, else we get (after reflections, if necessary) the k = 0 and q = k subcases ofR~1.1.
(2.2) All matrix elements are nonzero, but two adjacent ones are equal. After reflections we may again assume that b = c. The conditions become c?( j -n ) = 0, 2c -j -n = 0, and since c#O we must take b=c= j =n, which is a subcase of R,,,.
(2.3) All matrix elements are nonzero and adjacent ones are different. If we use the parametrization ( 18) condition b+c-j -n =0 implies w =q, z=p and then Eq. ( 16) factorizes as -2kdp-q) (pq+kz) =O.
For this case k, p, q are nonzero, the factor p=q yields a particular subcase of Rm.3, while pq+ k2=0 yields R,,., after scaling.
Parametrization of RH,.,
The solution of RHl.1 falls in the group Rx= where a+v=2h, dp=h2, &-h2=
p * * v (The ansatz Rx leads also to other solutions with simpler parametrization.) The classification of (21) goes as follows:
( 1) h = 0. From the second condition we see that either d or p vanishes also, let us say p = 0, furthermore v= -a and g= ha, which yields the p=q subcases of R,,.,.
(2) h#O. We may now scale so that d=p=h and parametrize as h=p-&, g=p+@, after which the other conditions in ECq. (21) yield a=p&2PQ-&, v=p2r2PQ-@, i.e., RHI.I.
It is perhaps worth observing also that sometimes a result may look simpler in a noncanonical form, for example, the solution RHI.1 could also be written as (22) More precisely, RHl.lb with z#O, w#O, z+ w#O can be transformed to RHI.1 withp#O, q#O, p2-##O.
The respective exceptional points do not transform to each other, instead we have the following set equivalence under the transformations (2) and (3): {RHl.lb,Rm.l(k=p=q = -s),R,.,(k=s,p=q=O),R,,.,(p=q=O))={R,,.,,R,,.~(p=k,q=O),RH~.2(P=q),R~.~}.
C. Scaled results
In many applications it would be useful to scale the results as far as possible, so that all parameters are essential (in particular the dimensionality of the solution= the number of parameters) and as many matrix elements as possible have numerical values. In this subsection we give the fully scaled results. There are more solutions here than in the list of Sec. V A, because the solutions split according to whether a parameter we want to scale vanishes or not. A different list would be obtained if we would choose different parameters for scaling. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have shown how we obtained all solutions to the constant quantum Yang-Baxter equation ( 1) in two dimensions. Finding the solutions of a set of 64 cubic equations in 16 variables was quite complicated. This task could not have been accomplished without extensive use of computer algebra and the Grobner-basis methods. On the other hand without judicious splitting into subcases it could not have been solved by computer either.
The classification of the solutions was also nontrivial. There is no need to present separately results which can be obtained from others by the well-known transformations (2) and (3). To fix this freedom we have proposed an algorithm, whose main idea is that the "trace" matrices of R should be in a Jordan canonical form, as far as possible.
In the end it turns out that all solutions have a very simple polynomial parametrization. Here we have presented the results both with homogeneous parametrization and with fully scaled parametrization. 
cl=Ca-Mf -Lk-l,p,q+ l,u+ l}, b7={{b+n,c+n,g+ l,h+2n,j-n,Z+2n,m+ l,u-l},{b+n,c+ng+ l,h,j-n,l,m+ l,v-1)).
Ob CO 8R= 1 I mn 0 -1 -1 0
There are no solutions of this type.
bg=CUw,jJ-Ln33. which is discussed later.) The other unit will be on the diagonal. Note that now C and T reflections are not allowed.
(J312)
This turned out to be computationally difficult, so we split it further into three parts using E,,= -1mh.
(1) I=0
~12.1 ={a-Lb-L4f,W,p,w3, {c+u, g+l, j, n}, {c+l, j, n, j, m, Cc, g, h, j, It is often the case in computing Griibner bases that in a bad ordering of variables the result looks complicated. This holds for the first entry above, if we give up the default alphabetical ordering and instead put j and m last in the list of variables, then the first entry in b,,, splits into
Here the first solution is in fact the special case v=O of the second solution in b12,1 so it can be omitted.
(2) m=O, I#0
c12.2= k, m, p, q, u3, n12.2={{03, (3) h=O, m#O, I#0
c12.3=Ca-V- Mf, kbq, u3, n12, 2=ICO, Cm33, {cv+ l, j, m+ l, n}, {c+ l, j, n, ).
Again a change in the variable ordering (j, n, m last in the list) produces a shorter result for the first element
c13=Ca,b-Ld,f,kp,q,w-13, b~3=C{c,g,h,j-Ll-Lm,nh{c,g-Lh,jJ-Lm,n3,Cc-j,g+m-Lhjm-i+m,l,n-13, Cw-l,h,j,l,m-Ln33. 
ble={{cjn-cj+cn-jn}}.
Finally we havep=u=b=c=j=n=O in Eq. (B.Al) so we can only put one element to 1 19R= Cgm+v,h,Z-v-1),&h-l, m, v}, Cg, m, ). 2oR= c20= Ca, b, c, d, f , kn, p, q, w3, 21R = ~21 = Ca, b, w&f , g, km, n, p, q, u, v3,  We start putting the other unit element from the lower left hand corner. Both C and T reflections are allowed, but may have to be accompanied with a redefinition of II.
In the first case we scale to p= 1 and have
W2)
Since u appears now in four places, we again give up the constraint d=O and instead transform with A=l, C=O, B=u in (Ml) to (B22a) (where the parameters have been redefined). Note that this transformation does not change the relations g= m, f = k, q= u. Now EM-Eh2 = hZ( h -I) so the problem splits into two, 1: h = I, 2: Z=O, h#O. There are no solutions in the second category, so let us concentrate on the first. With h = I we find E,, = b -c, E4, = j -n, thus the R matrix must have the nicely symmetric form (B22b) One property of the R matrix is that if it has b = c, j = n, f = k, q= u, g= m, h = I these relations will be preserved under a general Q transformation. To utilize this property, we try to transform 22$ to one of the forms studied before. ,4c-v+ l,h,4j+u2-v,Z,2m+v+1,4n+v2-v,uv-u-v}, {b-n,c-n,h,j-n,Z,2m-v-l,2u-l},~b,c,h+n,j-n,Z+n,m,u,v-1}, {b-Z,c-Z,h-Z,j,m+ l,n,u,uf 1},{4b-v2+ 1,4c-v2+ l,h,j,Z,2m-u-k l,n,u}, {b,c,h,4j+v2-l,Z,2m+v-l,4n+v2-l,u-l},{b,c,h+n,j-n,Z~n,m-l,u-l,v+1}, {b+Z,c+Z,h-Z,j,m,n,u-l,v-11) ). with q#u. If now b=c and p=O we can reflect the matrix to one of the forms studied before, thus we get two subcases: ( 1) b=c, p#O, and (2) b#c. B 1.1 We fix the scaling freedoms by putting p = 1 and q = u + 2. We now have cE3 -2acE4, + aE6 = 2c3 so in fact we must also take c = 0 and obtain a 0 00 I, u+l}, g+v, k, Z, mu+2m+uv}, g+2u+v+2, h, k+u+1, Z+2u+2, m+v, h, k, Zu+2v, m+v}, {a, g, h, k, m, u, v}, {a+u2+2u, g+u2+2u, h, k, Z, m+u2+2u, v}}. B1.2 If b#c we may assume that one of them, say c, is nonzero and scale it to 1, thus we start with 29R= 1) (~29) where b#l, q#u. For computational purposes it now turns out to be best to scale m to 1, if it is nonzero.
( 1) If m =0 we scale so that q-u = 2. For the simplest result we used a variable ordering that places I last in the list of variables.
c29.1={+ b+ l, hZl, k, p, u+ l, }, b, k, p, u+2, 1}}. (2) If m#O we scale to m = 1. This is a good illustration of the significance of variable ordering in computing Griibner bases. The default ordering produced a quite long output but when we finally found the best ordering (alphabetical, except that h, I last in the list) both the output and computation time was reduced almost by a factor of 10. with f#k, q#u, p#O, we will therefore scale to p= 1. Now E3=c2(f -k+q-u) and E48 =n2(f-k+q-u) so we must either have c=n=O or f-k+q-u=O.
In the first case we have 32R= (B32) with f#k, q#u and scale to get two subcases, 1: k=O, f = 1, q#u, 2: k= 1, f#l, q#u. (In the second subcase we may also assume that f#O otherwise the solution would be obtained from the first by T reflection.) &.I= q, Ca, l, m, q, v3, Ca, l, m, u, v) ). c32.2=Cb, c, j, kl, n, Cf33,  b32.2=CCa--v,f + l,Z,m--,q+v,u--},{a--,f -u,Z,m--,q-13, (a,fqu+fq-fu-qu,m,Z,v33.
In the last case we can scale so that f = k+ 1 and then q= u -1 k+l m I n 33R = k I mn
and we may also assume that n#O or c#O, else we get back to 32R. From E32 + Es6 = n (c -3n) and E2 + E3=c(3c-n) we see that there are no solutions of this type. 
